Technical specification Lillesalen, Chateau Neuf

Updated november 2019

All production requirements to be advanced with teknisksjef@neuf.no

Audio:

Yamaha LS9 with Yamaha RIO3224-D stagebox over Dante

2 x VUE h-12w
1x VUE hs-28

6x VUE a-12 monitorer passiv split
Electro-Voice Q99
BiAmp Nexia CS dsp

6x Shure SM57
4x Shure B57
6x Shure SM58
1x Shure KSM9
4x Shure B58
2x Shure B52
2x Shure B91
4x Shure SM137
4x Senheiser e904
3x Senheiser e906
1x Sennheiser MD421
1x EV RE-20
3x AT atm 350
4x AT 4050
4x Hansen Condensator
2x AKG C480B
2x AKG C414B
10x BSS AR 133 aktiv DI
6x Klark Teknik DI
Shared among stages so all requirement have to be advanced

Lights:

4x Bright XLED
4x Spotlight zoom profil 1k
2x Par64 cp62
1x Smartfade ML

AV:

Epson EB-Z8000WU
Backline:

Backline shared among stages so all production requirements have to be advanced
2x CDJ-2000 NXS2
4x DJM-900 NXS2
Tama starclassic 22, 16, 14, 12, 10
14 skarp
Slingerland jazz 18, 16, 14, 12.
2x Fender twin reverb
1x Marshall jcm 800 /4x10
1x Vox AC30
1x Ampeg SVT CL 8x10 cab
1x markbass mini cmd 121p
1x Paul Jones combo
3x Synthstands